ENCLOSED DOUBLE TIERED LIGHTBAR

900 WHELEN WARNING (RED) SLED
700 WHELEN SCENE

900 WHELEN WARNING (RED) SLED
700 WHELEN SCENE

900 WHELEN WARNING (RED) SLED
700 WHELEN SCENE

700 WHELEN SCENE

700 WHELEN LED INT.

20 AMP SUPER AUTO EJECT
20 AMP (SUPER Auto Eject) Heater

ALL CUT EDGES TO BE COVERED
WITH BLACK SEALER TO PREVENT
DAMAGE FROM WEATHER CONDITIONS

CAST PRODUCTS VENT COVER

SNOW CHAINS

INTERIOR LIGHT PACKAGE:

SPECIALY DESIGNED PADDED YELLOW VALANCE
FOR 5 WHELEN 700 SERIES LIGHTS

MOLDED LIGHT HOUSINGS

20 AMP (SUPER Auto Eject) Heater